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ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF A FIVE-DIRECTION

RADIATION TRANSPORT MODEL

S. N. Cramer

In order to test certain spatial and angular dependent Monte Carlo biasing

techniques,1 a one-dimensional, one energy, two-media, five-direction radiation transport

model has been devised for which an analytic solution exists. Although this solution is

too long to be conveniently expressed in an explicit form, it can be easily evaluated on

the smallest of computers. The salient features of the solution are that it involves only a

4 x 4 determinant, a quadratic equation, and two sets of four linear algebraic equations.

The Monte Carlo simulation of this transport model is very simple and also applicable

to small computers. This model gives an analyst the ability to test certain features of

biasing techniques, and code generation of biasing parameters, involving directional

dependence and changes in cross section media through many mean free paths of

particle penetration. The comparison of results with an exact solution eliminates many

of the uncertainties and most of the expense associated with the solution of realistic

calculations using general Monte Carlo codes on main-frame computers.

The monoenergetic flux / t J is described by the following set of equations for the x

dimension.

f ^ / ^ (1)
where i — 1...5 (five directions), and j'< = 1,2 (two cross section media).

The following conditions, all based on valid considerations of scattering symmetry,

must be applied. For m = 6 — i and n = 6 — /, (1) /*, = — /im (cosine with respect to the :r

axis), (2) fi3 = 0, (3) T,tJ = STO;(total cross section), and (4) E ^ 1 = E^—"1 (differential

scattering cross sections). With these four conditions the number of scattering cross

sections is reduced from 50 to 26. Further simplifications can be made, but they arc not



necessary for the developments to follow. The / 3 j can be substituted directly into the

remaining four equations giving

1 * = E 4 % « = 1.2,4,5;/* 3 (2)

where

i = —{— 0U2-.H + Lj + C , - } , a n d (o)

In the above equations Cj' = C™n,A*J = - A ^ n , and <5j, is the Kronecker

delta function. The solution of Eq. (2) is effected following the procedures given in

any elementary text dealing with systems of linear differential equations. Let fa —

Kijex>x, i ^ 3, and substitute these fluxes into Eq. (2). Eliminating the exponential

term gives BjKj — 0, where Z?j' = 4̂*' — SnXj ; i, I ^ 3. A non-trivial solution

for the constants Kij exists only when the determinant of Bj is zero. This leads to a

fourth-order equation in A with no odd-power terms (a quadratic equation in A2) due to

those conditions following Eq. (1). The use of data (/i;, E,j , and Ê ""*1) which simulates

physical, non-trivial systems will prevent the occurrence of multiple or complex A's.

The complete solution for each directional flux in Eq. (2) in each of the two media

will be the sum of four exponential terms, each for a specific value of A*7, k = 1,2,4,5.

The 32 constants now, Kikj, axe determined by substituting the A^ into BkjKf-j = 0.

Because this system of equations is homogeneous, only three of the constants for each

\kj can be determined relative to the fourth. Choosing the undetermined constant as

has
5

fa = ]TKujRikje*"x i = 1,2,4,5 ; k ? 3 (5)
fc=i

where Rikj = 1> and the remaining JR'S are expressed in terms of the system data.

The remaining eight constants Kikj a r e determined from the source and boundary
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conditions. Let the interface of the two media be at a: = 0, with medium 1 extending

to a vacuum boundary at x = — L\ and medium 2 to a vacuum at i = +L2 . Then for

5] particles/cm2 emitted in direction \i\ > 0 and 62 particles/cm2 emitted in /X2 > 0

at x = -Lx: (1) / P i ( - L i ) = SJup , p = 1,2; (2) fq2(+L2) = 0 , q = 4, 5; and

(3) /ii(0) = /^(O) , i = 1,2,4,5. The resulting eight algebraic equations are readily

reduced to four equations by eliminating two constants each from conditions (1) and (2).

The solution of this set of equations provides the K,kj for the final solution in Eq. (5).

The remaining / 3 j are computed directly from Eq. (1), recalling that fi3 = 0.

Results from Eq. (5) have been compared with a Monte Carlo simulation of Eq.

(1) using an appropriate number of splitting and Russian roulette surfaces. Virtually

identical results between the two methods have been obtained for up to 30 mean free

paths of penetration for several variations in the system data. For longer penetrations

and certain combinations of extreme values of the data, more consideration must be

given to items such as the order of use of the A's for each media and the arbitrary

selection of the unknown constants i^ijtj in the solution of Eq. (5).

The method described here provides a very fast, inexpensive means for verifying

certain aspects of Monte Carlo biasing techniques through many mean free paths of

penetration. Some variations on the basic model are possible. For fi^ = fi2
 a two-group

model can be created, and the //3 direction could be used to simulate a third group with

a very large cross section. Also, two directions could be used for fast neutrons, two for

secondary gamma rays, and fj,$ for thermal neutrons.
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